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vice city is set in 1984 and the game's story begins in 1981, with the player character
protagonist michael de santa witnessing the events of the 1981 new york city blackout. the
plot centers on michael fleeing miami to vice city after he and his accomplices are arrested
for drug trafficking, a story line similar to that of the original grand theft auto. however, the

events of gta vice city follow the events of gta iii, the second game in the series. the game is
the second grand theft auto title to be set in vice city, after grand theft auto: vice city, the
1998 sequel to gta iii. the game is the first entry in the grand theft auto series to feature a
storyline that is not centred around the setting of liberty city, and the second to feature a

storyline that is not centred around the setting of liberty city, the first being grand theft auto:
san andreas in 2004. grand theft auto: vice city is the story of michael de santa, a former

boxer and drug dealer who is fleeing from miami to vice city after being arrested and sent to
prison. the story is split into eight chapters, or segments, which are set in various parts of the

city. a new segment is unlocked after each assassination mission, and another mission is
unlocked after completion of the previous segment. the game's storyline is similar to that of
grand theft auto iii, with the notable addition of the cocaine dealing. after meeting a dealer

named trevor philips, michael decides to return to his old ways and start dealing drugs. he is
also given the task of assassinating the two brothers, francis and frank de santa.
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